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I’ve found Jamworks really helpful. Because I have ME I 
sometimes find myself struggling to pay attention in my 
theory classes, as there is a lot to take in, and I often suffer 
with memory gaps. Being able to recall the audio and notes 
after the class really helps me.

I would get anxiety around the thought of having to manage 
my energy between focusing on lecture content and taking 
my notes while also dealing with personal issues such as 
attention span and sensory overload. 
 
This is where Jamworks helps me as a student with my 
learning styles. It is the first study method that has allowed 
me to relax my mind while also feeling comfortable knowing 
that I am not missing out on any content. I feel lucky to be a 
student at a time where technology like Jamworks is making 
study more accessible for me. I can now engage more in my 
classes and interact with other students, knowing that my 
anxiety is at ease and I can multitask like others do daily.

As a dyslexic student, I find it very difficult to keep up with 
note taking, I’ve had that since I was in school and it has 
been something that I have always felt held me back a little 
bit. It’s especially tricky at university as you are in much 
larger class sizes, in big lecture halls, it doesn’t feel 
appropriate, or it’s much more intimidating to ask a lecturer 
to slow down. I’m sure this is something that many people 
have felt, and I know many of my friends have said that as 
well, it’s a tricky thing to manage. 
 
Something that’s really helped with that, is the new 
integration of technology into education. A friend of mine 
suggested Jamworks to me and I’ve not looked back. It 
allows me to pinpoint all the really important parts of a 
lecture, the main points that I need to get across, and 
incorporates them into these small soundbites. I use it often 
for when I go through my recordings again, and I can more 
easily pinpoint the important parts and pull out everything 
that I need. I can have it all in one place, stored easily, and 
easily access it. It takes hours off of every time I’ve had to do 
an assignment, I’ve got exams coming around the corner 
and I'm very excited to use it for that because I’m going to 
save myself tonnes of time. It really just cuts out on any guilt 
that I’ve always felt when I go and do anything else such as 
tennis, or any extra curricular stuff- I have none of that now 
because I feel so on top of my work. It’s an app that I 
recommend to all of my friends and it’s an app that I’ll 
probably be taking past university.

I first heard about Jamworks at Freshers, but I started using 
it after one of my friends recommended it to me. We both 
have OCD so we find it useful to support our studies.
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